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(Cli'ZST-IOI) 9 ‘Claims. 

This invention relates; to. folding, rules of. the 
type made from a plurality of shortsections in 
the 'form of .thin strips of a solid material, the 
adjacent ‘end. portions of. which are overlapped 
andthe strips themselves joined togetherby a 
pivoting fastener through the overlapped. ends. 
Rules; of. this type may be, ,when the sections 
thereofare folded together, conveniently carried 
inztheipocket. 

lniparticular; thisinvention relates to ‘a com 
bination/latching and PiV-OtiHgQStI'UCtUIBJOI' join 
ingtsectionstof ‘a?oldingzruleand has iorits main 
object‘to, provide arrimprovedv arrangement of 
cooperating::partsswhereby the rule sections may 
bettemporarily ' secured. in: an i open, , closed, or 

right angular vposition relative-to eachother with 
outtdeformation: of any‘ part. ofthe body, of the 
rule sections. 
Another objectrof- thisinvention is to provide 

amimprovedlatch: and-wpivot construction par 
ticularly ‘ adaptable to: foldingg rules having.- the 
sectionsthereofjmade .fromaa molded or pressed 
pl'asticmaterial of, high. tensile, compressive; and 
flexural strength andhaving, in.addition=,.;a~high 
.tough'nessgandzhardness characteristic. Onexwell 
known; example of: such; av plastic material; is’; 
“Bakelite.” . 

A: furtherobject of. this-»~invention is ‘ to provide 
~a..folding_ rulewhich- is inexpensive, durable, and 
simple :of. manufacture. . 

‘ The latch and pivot arrangement foraawfolding' 
rule.v in. accordance with this invention. comprises 
inter?tting raised and depressedsurfaces on..the 
overlapping adjacentfacesrespectively,of therule 
sections. and. .a :hinge ' pin passing. therethrough. 
Theis'ections-are. pivoted. about .andheld together: 
by the hinge pin which may conveniently be made 
in .the-form-of. an upset hollow rivet. Theinter 
?tting raised anddepressed.surfacesrare arranged 
equidistant from the .center of' the hinge. pin 
along the central longitudinal. axis of-the sections ' 
and .give .a latching cheat in any oneof. three 
positions .whereby the rule. sections-may betem 

I por-aril-y secured inan open, closed,.or.rig'h't angu 
..lar . arrangement‘ relative. to. each other. ‘Shr 
rounding. the hinge pin and'held'in partial ‘com 

' pression between oneface .of 'the..overlap'pedfsec 
ti'onsandi oneend of'thehinge pin‘is a tension 
device, by meansof which'tlie co'operatingjlatch 
ing. surfaces are held liniintimate. contact: 
I'am aware that folding, rules .o'fjthe ‘type'de-v 

scr'lb'edéin‘ II.‘ Patent No‘; 496E123v tUK'euiT‘e'Y'and 
‘ no; 1538;995"toLakatos'are well known-.- Iii-rules 

ofth‘e a'ule ‘sections is‘formed’issuf?tientlynerd 

2 
bletowpermit thecooperatinglatching devices to 
passinto and out of engagement without damag 
ing-the same or a section end cover is provided 
of a.-.material which will ?exwithout damage. 

5 Othertypes of rules, such as that describedin 

10 

U; S...Patent No. 1,690,071 to Hoerle, have sec 
tion..end covers. which include tension. means 
whereby. the latching. devicesv pass into. and out 
of engagement without flexingrthe main body of 

' the .rule section. 
In a .ruleaccordingto this invention, the latch 

ing devices are formed in, and of thesame hard 
material as, the body of the rulesectionanda 
singlehtension meansisprovided which, inco 
‘oper-ationwiththa hinge pin, permits the latch 
ing, deviceson each section to pass into and out 
of engagement.without?exing or deforming. the 
bodyportionof- the rulesections. 
Inthe. accompanying drawing, wherein only 

20 two-rule sectionsareshown for illustrative pur 

u 
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poses and not by way of limitation, a, preferred 
embodiment ofthe invention is disclosed. It is 
tobe understood that as many sections as desired 
‘maybeused, one section being joinedto the next 
as described hereinafter. I 
Figure .1. is a central. longitudinal view through 

aiolding rule With- a~joint and latch structure 
according to- this invention; . 
Figures 2_- and ‘3. are plan. views ona somewhat 

5 reduced scale of the upper and lower rule sections 
respectivelyshown in Figure 1; 
Figures 4» and 5~are sectionalviews taken on 

1ines;4-4--and.5—5 ‘of Figured; and ' 
Figures Grand 7 are. sectional views taken on 

35; lines ii-?and'i-i of Figure ‘3. 
Referring; to the drawing in detail, the: rule 

sections .l?vare. formed’ by- pressing or‘ moulding 
from: a“ plastic material having a high tensile, 
compressive, ?exural. strength in - addition 

40" to :a'high toughness and hardness characteristic. 
One imaterial. which hasbeen found to be very 
satisfactoryfor this'ipurpose is commonly a known 
as “Bakelite?? Therulesection members: In are 
formed.: with cooperating ‘‘ raised and; depressed 

45;latching-rsurtacessl I; I!’ and l'2,.and i2" respec 
tively' onadjacen'tffaces at their overlapping ends. 
Midway‘. of the. cooperating latching surfaces; a 
hinge-pin’ l-tiis provided‘, preferably in; the. form 
of fai'tubul'ar' rivet, ' to‘ connect the overlapping: end 

50 sections:- Recesses' Mian'd l5, formed in the out 
side faces of’theoverlapping ends ofthesecti'ons 
I'U as-shown; areadapted' to receive- the‘ upset 
ends of the hinge pin and, in this way, a ?at 
smooth?‘ overall surface on? the rule is : provided. 

55‘ A tension devicejl 6;‘ shown ‘in the ' form of'a lock 



'pressive force of the tension device. 
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3 
washer surrounding the hinge pin, is secured in 
the ?nal assembly between the outer face of one 
of the overlapped section ends and one end of 
the hinge pin. 
The side walls of the latching surfaces are 

formed as sloping sides whereby the rule sections 
may be easily moved relative to each other from 
one latched position to another against the com 

It is to be 
noted that the cooperating latching surfaces H, 
H’, 12 and I2’ are arranged symmetrically and 
equidistant from the center of hinge pin [6 along 
the central longitudinal axis of the rule section 
members I0. Thus the members will be held 
against relative turning movement whether the 
same be in an extended (open) or folded (closed) 
position. 

rl‘he sloping sides 11, I1’ (Fig. 4) of the raised 
latching surfaces II and H’ (Fig. 1) are spaced 
apart a distance substantially equal to the width 
of the rule sections Hi. In the embodiment shown 
in the drawing, the raised latching surfaces are 
formed on the underside of each upper rule sec 
tion I0. At each pivoted joint, additional sloping 
sides l8, [8’ are provided along each of the upper 
longitudinal ‘edges of the adjacent face of each 
lower rule section member l0 within the longitu 
dinal limits of the overlapped end portions of the 
members (Figs. 3 and 7) . By means of these co 
operating sloping sides, the section members If! 
of the rule may be temporarily secured in a right 
angular relation. 
The operation of the latching and pivoting 

structure of this invention will be described by 
‘ reference ?rst to Figure 1 wherein the rule sec 
tion members ID are shown in an extended (open) 
position and raised surfaces II and I l' of the up-. 
per rule section 10 are received within the recessed 
surfaces i2 and [2’ of the lower rule section ill. 
The sections are held in this inter?tting relation 
by the partial compression of the tension device 
IS. A movement of either section it) relative to 
the other will result in sliding the sloping sides 
against each other and further compression of 
the tension device Hi. If, for example, the move 
ment of the upper rule section If] relative’ to the 
lower section II] is continued in a clockwise direc 
tion, the raised surfaces H and I l’ of the upper 
section l0 will ride up to and pass over the smooth 
portions of the adjacent face of the lower section 
In. When the relative movement of the rule sec 

' tions approaches 90°, sloping sides l7 and ll’ of 
the raised surfaces H and II’ respectively (Fig. 4) 
will reach and begin to ride down the sloping 
sides I8 and I8’ (Figs. 3 and '7) formed along the 
outside edge of the adjacent face of the lower rule 
section [0. Thus, when the rule sections have 
been moved to the 90° relation, these last men 
tioned sloping sides will inter?t and the rule sec 
tion members will be temporarily secured under 
the partially released compressive force of tension 
device It. Further movement of the rule sections 
in the same direction relative to each other will 
disengage the sloping sides l1, ll’ of raised sur 
faces II and II’ on the upper section member 
from the sloping outside edges l8, [8’ of the lower 
section, and upon completion of the second 90 de 
grees of rotation, the sections will interlock in the 
folded (closed) position, in which the cooperat 
ing raised and lower surfaces H’, 12 and H, 12’, 
respectively, inter?t and temporarily secure the 
rule sections under the compressive force of the 
tension device 16. 
From the above description of the invention, it 

.will be seen that the latching and pivoting ar 
rangement will provide a temporary securing 

ll) 
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4 
means for the rule section members whereby the 
same may be held in any one of the three pre 
determined positions relative to each other, and 
that the section members can be moved into and 
out of these positions without deformation of any 
part of the body of the sections. In view of this 
latter characteristic of the invention, it will be 
seen that the latching and pivoting arrangement 
is particularly adaptable to rules having the 
section members thereof molded or pressed from 
“Bakelite” or a like non-deformable plastic ma 
terial. . 

It will also be seen that the simplicity of the 
manner in which the section members can be 
assembled will materially aid in reducing the 
cost of manufacturing rules of this'type. 

I claim: 
1. A latch and pivot structure of the class de 

scribed comprising a pair of rigid ?at section 
members having overlapping end portions, a 
hinge pin having upset ends arranged through 
the overlapped portions of the members whereby 
the said members are pivotally connected, a pair 
of rigid raised symmetrical surfaces having slop 
ing sides extending from each surface to the body 
formed on one of the members on one face there 
of, a pair of depressed surfaces having sloping 
sides formed in the body of and on the adjacent 
face of the other of the said members, said slop 
ing sided depressed surfaces having a con?gura~ 

" tion complementary to and inter?tting with 

35 
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the said sloping sided raised surfaces, the units 
of the said complementary pairs of raised and 
depressed surfaces being spaced equidistant from 
the hinge pin on opposite sides thereof and along 
the central longitudinal axis of each of the mem 
bers, and a tension means interposed between one 
upset end of the said hinge pin and the adjacent 
‘face of one of the said members. 

2. A latch and pivot structure according to 
claim 1 in which the sides of the members ad 
jacent the upset ends of the hinge pin are re 
cessed at the point of passage of the hinge pin 
therethrough, the said upset ends being arranged 
in said recesses, and in which the tension‘ means 
is also arranged in one of the said recesses. 

3. A latch and pivot structure according to 
claim 1 in which the distance between the ad 

' jacent sloping sides of the pair of raised surfaces 

50 
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is substantially equal to the width of the section 
members. 

4. A latch and pivot structure according to 
claim 1 including also sloping sides, complemen 
tary to and adapted to inter?t with the adjacent 

4 sloping sides of the pair of raised surfaces formed 
on one of the members, arranged along the out 
side edges of the adjacent face of the other of 
the members and within the longitudinal limits 
of the overlapped end portion of the said other 
member. ‘ 

-5. A latching structure, adapted for use with a 
pivot joint, said joint including a pair of'sub 
stantially ?at section members having over 
lapped end portions, the body of said members 
being of a non-deformable material, and am 
upset hinge pin arranged through the overlapped 
portions whereby the ‘members are pivotally 
connected, comprising a pair of non-deformable 
symmetrical raised surfaces formed on one of 
the adjacent faces of the members within the 
‘longitudinal limits of the overlapped end por 
tions thereof, a pair of non-deformable‘ depressed 
surfaces formed on the other of the adjacent 

. faces of the members having a con?guration 
75 complementary to and inter?tting with the said 
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raised surfaces, the units of the pairs of said 
raised and depressed surfaces being spaced equi 
distant on opposite sides of the hinge pin and 
along the central longitudinal axis of the mem 
bers, and a deformable tension means interposed 
between one end of the upset hinge pin and the 
body of one of the members. 

6. A latching structure according to claim 5 
in which the said raised and depressed surfaces 
have sloping sides extending therebetween and 
the said faces of the members. 

7. A latching structure according to claim 5 in 
which the sides of the members adjacent the up 
set ends of the hinge pin are recessed at the point 
of passage of the hinge pin therethrough, the 
said upset ends being arranged in said recesses, , 
and in which the tension means is also arranged 
in one of the said recesses. 

8. A latching structure according to claim 5 in 
which the distance between the adjacent sloping 
sides of the pair of raised surfaces is substan 
tially equal to the width of the section members. 

9. A latching structure according to claim 5 in 

10 

6 
eluding also sloping sides, complementary to 
and adapted to inter?t with the adjacent sloping‘ 
sides of the pair of raised surfaces formed on one 
of the members, arranged along the outside 
edges of the adjacent face of the other of the 
members and Within the longitudinal limits of 
the overlapped end portion of the said other 
member. ' 

ROBERT EWING HOPP. 
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